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 linux TJ-: othergraphics card maybe? TJ-: on what did you install ubuntu on this laptop? 1st I installed PuppyLinux on the same
SSD and OS worked fine but no audio and 2nd I've installed Ubuntu 17.10 on the same SSD and the same symptoms TJ-: did
you try a usb boot? lotuspsychje: the laptop has a BluRay drive but it's been in storage for a while and never got the BluRay

reader lotuspsychje: I've checked the BIOS and it doesn't have an option for USB boot TJ-: ok what kind of disk did you install
ubuntu on? lotuspsychje: I've tried both 16.04 and 17.10, same symptoms TJ-: yeah, so we got a no audio on single ssd machine
trying ubuntu? lotuspsychje: yes TJ-: im out of ideas right now, try #ubuntu-discuss perhaps? lotuspsychje: just booted the first

PuppyLinux live session we made on the same SSD with audio and it's working fine lotuspsychje: nope, I suspect hardware
issues TJ-: perhaps put a bit of load on it and see what happens lotuspsychje: right now it is using 7% CPU and will be doing a
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git clone operation of the files lotuspsychje: this is the weirdest thing I've seen! the volume control applet is showing no volume
controls yet the devices are working and controlling the output in the terminal TJ-: with a recent bios you can enable network
boot right? lotuspsychje: no, it didn't have network booting support at all TJ-: im not sure your motherboard might be related..

lotuspsychje: there's something going on; the Ubuntu installer keeps kicking in when PuppyLinux boots (it's going to install on a
partition on the SSD). I'm not sure which 82157476af
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